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DETERMINATION OF”THE EFFEtiTOF HORIZONTAL-TAIL
FLEXIBILITY ON LONGITUDINAL
~
CONTROL
By
.,
CH.ARACTERISTICS
S. M. Harmon
SUMMARY
An iteration method is given for detezvnining the
longitudinal coptrol characteristics of a flexible
horizontal tail. The method permits factors such as the
actual spanwise variation of elasticity and the aero-
dynamic induction effects due to three-dimensional flow
to be accounted for to any degree of accuracy appropriate
to a particular case.
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An analysis is included of the effects of horizontal-
tail flexibility on the tail effectiveness, the hinge-
moment characteristics, and the control-force gradients
in a dive nocevery for two modern fighter airplanes. The
effects of variations in speed, altitude, elevator
stiffness, and center-of-gravity movements are considered.
The results of these calculations for speeds below that
at which critical compressibility effects occur indicate
for the two airplanes significant effects due to the tail
flexibility. It appears that the location of the flexural
=1s of the stabilizer too far behind the aerodynamic
center of the tail may cause excessive control forces in
a dive rec~very at high speeds.
INTRODUCTION
The design of tall structures for high-speed flight
requires special consideration of the factors that
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provide sufficient rigidity In torsion in “order to
ensure satisfactory control and maneuverab~llty for the
complete speed range. Reference 1 presents an analytical
treatment of’the effect of horizontal-tall flexibility
on longitudinal oontrol characteristics. The analysis
of reference 1 Is based essentially on the assumption of
a semirigid tail structure having e linear spanwise
twist distribution and on two-dimensional section force
theory. The assumption of a semirigid tail, however,
does not provide for the establishment of the required
equilibria between the aerodynamic and elastic forces
at every section; consequently there is, in general, no
assurance of the extent to which the arbitrarily chosen
twist distribution represents the distortion of the
actual flexible tafl. In addition, the low aspect
ratios commonly employed on tails produce significant
induced effects on the aerodynamic forces. It appears,
therefore, that more reliable predictions of the control
characteristics of a flexible tail could be obtained by
takin~ account of the actual spanwise variation of
elasticity and of the aerodynamic Induction effects.
The present paper presents a method for determining
the control characteristics of a flexible tuil that
takes account of’factors, such as the actual spanwlse
variation of elasticity and the aerodynamic induced
effects, to a degree of accuracy appropriate to any
particular case. The method Is based on an iteration
procedure in which the effsct of the tail flexibility is
obtained by means of a series formed by the addition of
the incremental effects resulti~ from each iteration.
The rapidity of the convergence of this series depends on
tlw degree of rlgidlty of the tall, and the increments
for the higher-order iterations can usually be estimated
from a knowledge of the values obtained from the preceding
iterations.
In order to illustrate the iteration procedure and
to indicate the magnitude of the effects of tail
flexibility in some tynical cases, the present investi-
gation includes an analysis for two modern fighter air-
planes of the effect of horizontal-tail flexibility on
the tail efl’activeness, on the hi~e-moment charac-
teristics, and on the control-force grac?ients required
In recovery from a dive. The results of these compu-
tations are given for sea level and for an altitude
of 30,000 feet for a speed range corresponding to
Mach numbers ranging from O to 0.’72.
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SYMBOILS
. . . . . ... . ..... . .. . .. .
pitching-moment contritition oi tii”i-ii%’iit”””
center of gravity of airplane, positive when
airplane noses up, foot-pounds; Mach number
when used to account for compressibility
effeots
tail length, measured from center of gravity of
airplane to elastic axis of tall, feet
distance from aerodynamic center to flexural
center at a section for the tail, positive
when aerodynamic center is ahead of flexural
center, feet
air density, slugs per cubic foot
true airspeed, miles per hour
dynamic pressure, pounds per square foot
[
(1.&67)2 ~v21
total torque of’tail, positive when stabilizer
leadlng edge tends to nose upward (the
dTderivative ~ represents the torque per
unit span at a tail section), foot-pounds
wing chord, feet
span (of wing, unless otherwise indicated), feet
area (of wing unless otherwise indicated), square
feet
root-mean-square elevator chord, measured behind
~nge line, feet
mean aerodynamic chord of wing, feet
coordinate indicating fixed position along span
from center line
coordinate Indicating variable position along
span from center line
b
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aspect ratio
fictitious aspect ratio employed in corrections
for compressibility effects (Atiz)
ratio of semiperimeter Or ellipse to span of
airfoil surface, primed to indicate fictitious
plan form employed in corrections for
Compressibility effects
two-dimensional lift-curve slope for tail
section lift coefficient for tail; primed to
refer to section lift coeff’iclent of a
fictitious plan form employed in corrections
for compressibility effects
geometric angle of attack of the tall, measured
from zera-lift line at section for assumed
rigid tail
angular deflection of stabilizer due to tall
flexibility, positive when leading edge moves
upward, degrees
geometric angle of attack of tail, measured from
zero-lift line at section for flexible tail,
degrees atR + e
( )
elevator deflection at section for assumed
tail, positive when trailing edge moves
downward, degrees
angular deflection of elevator section due
rigid
to
elevator flexibility, positive when trailing
edge moves downward, degrees
elevator deflection at section in flexible tail,
degrees (t$~+Ja -Q)
change in 6R per unit change in normal
acceleration in recovery from dive, degrees
per g
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a
change in atR per unit change in normal
acceleration in .r,ecoyeryfrom dive,
degrees per g
...........
change in elevator control force per unit
change In normal acceleration, pounds
per g
acceleration of gravity, 32.2 feet per second2
rate of change of section angle of attack with
elevator deflection for constant lift at
section for assumed rigid tail
rate of chan~e of section hinge-moment coef-
ficient with section lift coefficient for
constant elevator deflection for assumed
rigid tail
rate of change of section hinge-moment coef-
ficient with section elevator deflection
of assumed rigid tail in degrees for
constant section lift
rate of change of section pitching-moment
coefficient with section elevator deflection
of assumed rigid tall in degrees For constant
section lift
airplane lift coefficient
three-dimensional slope of lift curve for
airplane
rate of change of elevator deflection with
airplane lift coefficient for trLm for
assumed rigid tail, degrees
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H
hatR
cm
rate of change of downwash angle at tail with
wing angle of attack, degrees per degree
comnresstblllty correction factor, where
1!= Mach number
compressibility correction factor (R+)
elevator gearing ratio, as obtained with no
load on tall, radians per foot
airplane gross weight, pounds
total hinge mo~-ent on elevator, positive when
leading edge tends to move UpW&rd, faot-
pounds
[)
H
elevator hinge-m,om9nt coefficient ——
q~ezbe
rate of change of Ch with 6R as obtained
for given movement of elevator control
stiCk
rate of change of Ch with atR over tail
pitching-~ornent coefflctent due to tail abut
center of gravity Or airplane @/qscw)
i)cm
~
rate of change of ~ with 6R, as obtained
for given movement of elevator control
stick
*(&
rate of change of
~ with atR over tail
5atR
+..
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t(y)” ““’
h(y)
3!?
dH
Noo L5B01 ~
“’””-total’-”tbrquetransmitted
seotion at station y,
7
by-the stabilizer
foot-pounds
total hinge moment transmitted by elevator
section at station y, foot-pounds
.(1 )
bt/2
~ dq
dq
Y
ooefficlent of torsional rigidity for
stabilizer at station q, equal to -W,
where dG/dq Is the slope of the 9 curve
at statton q, pound-feet2 per degree
coefficient of torsional rigidity for elevator
at station q, equal to
-7&
h
d aq’
where dJ#/dq
is slope of J# curve at station q,
pound-feet2 per degree
rate of change of section elevator twist with
total hinge moment on a loaded half of
elevator surface as measured in static
tests, degrees per foot-pound
Subscripts:
t tail
w Wing
e elevator
s stabilizer
R refers to assumed rigid tail
0,1,2~etc. numerical subscripts used to indicate the
order of twist iteration
.-
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Development of Formulas
The nitc~hingmoment due to the tail about the
center of gravity of an airolane~ considered positive in
the nose-up condition, is given by the equation
h ,bt/2 \b!= -2tq( )cztct d~ + T-bt/2 / (i)
where T is the tail oitcb.lngmoment abmt the flexural
ax?.sof the tail, a~sumed to be po~itive wkle~ tke
leading edge tends to move upward. In canventlonal
airnlanes, the value cf T u3u&lly incre&ses the
elevator effectiveness numerically by”abaut 5 percent,
If the lifting-line theary of r-ef3rGnce 2 Is foliowed,
the lift coefficient Ctt in equation (1) is giv3n as
a function of the spanwise coordinate y in the farm
r dcttct 1]bt/2
!%’ ~-+
@ I
‘J
— drl
d.
ctt(y) = ao’at - d~R c
(2)
2t ‘m -bt/2 y - “1
in which, for the flexible tail,
at = atR + 9
?3=5R+j#J3
The Integral expression in eluuti.~n (2) represents the
induced Gownwush angle. The determination of the lift
distri-b~tion 3Y means of the liftlng-llne tkeory far an
arbitrary angle-of-tittack and chard distribution has
received much attent!on, end numeflausmethods
(references 2, ~, and 4) are avuilable f~r obtaining the
solution of equation (2) when the functions at and 6
are given.
The basic consideration in the determination of the
spanwise twist distributions for the stabilizer and
.
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elevator, e(y) and ~(y), for use in equation (2) is
the establishment, at every section, of equilibrium
“b”btiweb-nthe “aerodynamic and the.,elastic.forces acti,~ on
the tail structure. In the present analysis, e .&- $
are determined on the basis of the theory of pure torsion
of tubes (references 5 and 6). Other considerations
relating to the torsional effects of the axial stresses
induced by the restraints to the free warping of the
sections of the stabilizer and elevator and to the effects
of the bending of the ribs can be accounted for by
employing the proper parameters and followlng the
procedure of successive approximations or iterations
described herein under liIteratlonMethod.ll
The aerodynamic twisting moment for a symmetrical
airfoil section results from, the lift distribution
contributed by the angle of attack, wblch acts at the
aerodynamic center of the section, and the lift
distribution contributed by the elevator deflection,
which acts at its center of pressure. If the section is
unsymmetrical, the lift distribution due to camber
contributes a further increment to the twisting moment.
On the basis of the foregoing assumptions, if a
symmetrical section is use~ the applied twisting ~oment
across a section dq of the tail is
ClctzLiTl (3)
In order to obtain the torsional mment on the
stabilizer, the moment acting about the elevator hinges
should be deducted from the total twisting moment on the
tail, because the elevator hinge moment is normally
transmitted to the fuselage through the torque tube.
The applied twisting moment across a section dq of the
stabilizer, therefore, is given by
dt(~) = dT(q) - dh(q) (4)
wb.ere dh(q) is the elevator kd.ngemoment at the
section T of width dq and
—1
..
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The expression for c2t In equations (3) and (5) is
given in equation (2).
The total torque transmitted by a stabilizer
section “y .is
s%/2dtt(y) = — dqdqY (6)
Division of equation (4.)by dq and substitution of the
value obtained for dt/dq in equation (6) gives
(7)
where ~ (~) and * (q) are given in equations ;5)
and (5), “respectively: Similarly, the total elevator
hinge moment transmitted by a section y Is
Ibt/2h(y) = ~ dqdq (8)Y
If the boundary condition that the twist is zero at
the root is assumed, the angles of twist for the
stabilizer and elevator can be expressed In the form
(9)
(lo)
The torsional-rigidity coefficients for the
stabilizer and elevator, respectively, are defined as
NACA ACR No. L5B01 t~) 11
-.
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where t(q)
“transmitted
and d@/dq
*CTRS(TI) = de/dq
. .“.
and h(q) refer to the total torque
by a section V. $ubstltution for d9/dq
In equations (9) and (10) results in
(11)
(12)
where t(n) and h(q), corresponding to t(y) and h(y),
are @ven-by equations (7) and (8), respectively.
Equations (2), (7), (8), (11), and (12) express,
within the limitations of the theory involved, the
equilibrium conditions at each section between the aero-
dynamic and elastic torques. htien the aerodynamic,
geometric, and structural parameters expressed in these
equations have been determined, the three unknown
variables e, s, and c~t remain. The simultaneous
integral equations resulting from the required equilibrium
condition generally involve complicated functions for the
three unknown variables. In practical cases, however, it
has been found convenient to determine the characteristics
of the flexible tail by working with the integral
equations through a procedure of successive approximations
based on an iteration procedure.
Iteration Method
.
The first approximation to the tall configuration
is taken as the one corresponding to an assumed rigid
tail; that is, e and 9 are both zero, and the elevator
deflection 8 and geometric angle of attack of the tail ~
9-
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at each section are equal, respectively, to 6R and at .R
Corresponding values of W@(Y) are then determined
from equation (2). Substitution of these values of czto(Y)
In equations (3) and (5) gives :(n) and ‘h#r& and
the functions to(y), %(Y)S eJY)s and ?l(Y) can be
determined, respectively, from equations (7), (5), (11),
and (12). The values thus determined far el and ~1
can then be employed in turn to determine, successively,
new increments in the Czts 6) and J# distributions.
The series resulting from the addition of the successive
increments permit the determination of the control charac-
teristics for the flexible tail.
The gene~al procedure for determining the elevatcr
effectiveness cf the flexible tail is as follows: ~ssume,
as a first aqwoxi:mtion, that the geometric ~ilgle of
attack at(y) is eqaal to zero and the elevator
deflection 6(y) is equal to 6R. Compute czto(Y)
from equatfon (2). Obtain values for dT/dT an~ dh/dq
at several spanwise stations from equations (3) and (5),
respectively, with 6(Y) = OR and czt(Y) = WtJY)=
Integrate equations (7) and (8) to obtain, respectively,
to(Y) and ho(y). Substitute the values of to(y) and
ho(y) corresponding” to to(q) and ho(q) into
equations (11) and (12), respectively, and obtain cl(y)
and ql(y) as a first approximation to the twist
distributions. For the second iteration (first twist
iteration), assume that 6(y) = 91(Y) - @l(Y) and
that at(y) = cl(y) and compute the corresponding Ctt1
distribution from equation (2). The substitutions and
integrations in equations (3), (5), (7), (~), (11),
and (12) with 6 = 91 - el and clt = cttl in the
manner described for the previous iteration then provide
the second twist increments 92(Y) and @d(Y). For the
next iteration, assume 6(Y) = 92(Y) - e2(y) and
at(y) = ez(y) and obtain,as described previously, the
third twist increments, e3(Y) ~d 93(Y). This
iteration procedure is continued until the increments
for ctt, e, and @ become negligible.
—.
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The foregoing procedure for obtaining the distri-
. .bunions...CZ.t., en. and J’#.,1ssummarized in the following
table, which gives the variables “&ploy&d “in”””i%ich-””- ‘-
Iteration:
;
at
6
Czt
———.
0
0
0
0
6R
%()
— .—
1
91
91
el
(91- 0 J
Cztl
—. —.
2
92
#2
02
(9 2- e4
Cztz
—— —
iteration, it willIn applications of the method of
be found that in many cases various approximati~ns mey be
emnloyed quite advantageously. Thus,-for the first and
second lteratlons, the equivalent Geometric angle-of-
attack distribution can often be approximated by uniform
and linear distributions, respectively, so that the
Czt distribution mtiybe obtained directly from the data
of reference 7, which gives results for a wide range of
taper ratios including the low aspect ratios commonly
employed on tails. In other cases, an approxim.atlon to the
Czt distribution can be obtained rapidly by the method
given in reference 8.
The fact that the method of iteration is based on a
procedure in whLch the twist obtained frcm each iteration
is used to initiate the torque and the twist of the
succeeding iteration permits, in many cases, a rapid
estimation of the twist distributions for the higher-
order iterations. Thus, inasmuch as the twist for a given
torque distribution is directly proportional to the
magnitude of the torque, it follows that the propor-
tionality of the twists obtained at a section in succeeding
iterations will depend on the similarity for the two
iterations of the distributions of torque. (See equa-
tions (11) and .(12).) Because the shapes of the torque
and hinge-moment distributions t(y) and h(y)
(equations (7) and (8)) for a particular tail are
usually not very sensitive to the spanwise variations
of 0 and @, the shapes of the twist distributions
tend to resemble the corresponding twist distributions
#
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that initiated them. In these cases, therefore, the
twist distributions for a higher-order iteration may be
estimated from & knowledge of the values obtained in the
pr6ceding iteration by taking the ratio of the twists
for two consecutive iterations at any suitable reference
station. The twist 0 at any station for the iteration
of order n Is then given by
en(Y) = [1J&d_”en-z
reference station
A similar procedure may be followed to estimate the
increments in “~ and Czt for the higher-order
iterations.
The foregoing iteration procedure
the form
leads to series of’
Clt = Czto + Cltl + wt2 + clt5 + l _ l
o =eo+el+e2+e3+. . .
~=@o+~l+~2+~3+...
From the formulas derived in the preceding section, the
quantities cltlJ els and 91 will be noted to contain
the dynamic pressure q as a factor; clt2# 92s and 92,
which are dependent on the corresponding values obtained
in the preceding iteration, contain q2; and so on. The
lift coefficient and twist at a section may each be
represented, therefore, by a power series in q. The
coefficients of these series, which depend on the various
aerodynamic, geometric, and structural parameters, in
general vary with speed because of modifications in the
aerodynamic characteristics of the tail introduced
principally through the effects of’compressibility.
By the application of these iteration procedures,
the elevator contribution to the pitching moment about
the airplane center of gravity is obtained from
equati,on (1) as follows:
t
.-
...-.
.15
1
where the numerical subscripts refer to the order of the
twist iteration and ,Tn = 2[tn(0) + hn(0)]. (See
equations (7) and (8).) Equation (13),may be written
M =M()+M1+M2+ . . . (14)
The elevator reversal speed !s obtained from the
value of the dynamic pressure q that makes the right-
hand side of equation (14) equal to zero.
In a similar manner, the elevator hinge moment for
the flexlble tail may be obtained as
H= Ho +El + ii2+ . . . (15)
where Hn = 2hn(0).
An iteration procedure similar to that described for
the elevator effectiveness inay be followed to determine
the effect of angle of attack of the tail and expressions
for M and H stiilar in form to equations (1~)
and (15) will be obtained.
The tendency noted previously with regard to the
similarity in the respective distributions for 6, $,
and ctt for the higher-order iterations will lead in
many cases to conaiderabl.e simplification in the
iteration procedure for determining the effect of tail
flexibility on the’”pitchingmoment M and the hinge
moment H. The increments in M and H for the higher-
order iterations can therefore be obtained In these
cases by means of the following relationships:
Hn-#
Hn=_
Hn-2
(16)
(17)
..- . — .— -——.
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The forces and resulting twists on the tail structure
are directly proportional to the tail angle of attack and
the elevator deflection corresponding to the values that
would be obtained in an assumed rigid structure or
to atR and 5R, respectively. (See table III. ) The
diffe~entiatian of equ&tions (14) and (15) with respect
to atR and 6R and conversion to the nondimensional
form gives, therefore, for the flexlble tail the parameters
ac~ d% dch bcn
~e;, ~’ ~’
and ~.
CorrectIons for Compresaiblllty
Inasmuch as the aerodynamic charteristtcs of the
tail are affected to an Important extent by compressi-
bility, the effects of compressibility must be considered
in predictions for the control characteristics of the
tai1 l In the absence of’experimental data, the following
corrections for compressibility, based on the theory of
small perturbations, which is discussed in more detail
in reference 9, are swarized for the parameters
~ involved in the present analysis. These corrections may
be applled at speeds below that at which the critical
compressibility effects occur or up to a Mach number of
approximately 0.60 in conventional airplanes.
The span-load distribution in a compressible flow
should be computed on the basis of a fictitious aspect
ratio equal to the true aspect ratio, reduced by the
Ifactor 1 - M2, and the resulting values of cl+
obtained for this reduced fictitious aspect ratlo”should
be multiplied by l/1~. Thus, If the primes denote
valuea obtained for the fictitious airplane,
At’ =@/~2
and
.—
.,.
.,..
.
-:,
,:
:
I
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The values for the
........
......-..
...........
parameters
&G,, ‘d (a)czt
...,. ,., ,.,,,,....
..,.-...-.
as obtained from low-speed data should ”l%-rnul_tlplledby -
the factor l/~i2 .
The slope of the lift-coefficient curve in three-
dlmenslonal incompressible flow Is corrected for
compressibility by multiplying It by the factor
E&+2
B = EfAtl + 2
.,
in which the symbols E and El represent the potentlal-
flow correction for chord effect in incompressible and
compressible flow, respectively. This correction applies
specifically to elliptical plan forms but Is approximately
correct for other plan forms. In incompressible flow,
E Is the ratin of the semlperfmeter of the ellipse to
the span of the airfoil, as indicated in reference 10. In
compressible flow, the ratio E! is that for the
fictitious elliptical tail of span bt and aspect
ratio Atf.
The derivative dc\d~ for compressible flow is
computed on the basis of a fictitious tail length equal
to the true tail length increased.by the factor l/~-T,
and the fictitious aspect ratios for the wing and tail
equal to the true
V1 - M20
Calculations
of iterations for
aspect ratios reduced by the factor
APPLICATION OF MIWHOD
Data for Calculations
were made by the foregoing procedure
the effect of tall flexibility on the
longitudinal control characteristics for two modern
fighter airplanes designated airplanes A and B In
order to Illustrate the method and to obtain quantitative
results for some typical.cases. The caputations were
made, for both airplanes, of the tail effectiveness, the
hinge-mciment characteristic~ -and the control-force
gradtents required-in recovery frdm..dlves at sea level
and at an altitude of 30,000 feet.
~ ---
,. ——..—. . ------ .
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Figures 1 and 2 show the plan forms and dimensions
of the horizontal tails for airplanes A and B,
respectively. These figures aiso give the location of
the flexural axis as determined from stabilizer torsional-
ri.giciltytests made in connection with the present
investigation. The torsional-ri@.dity tests for air-
plane A were made by the Langley Fli@?~tResearch Uvision
and for airplane B by the Lan~ley Aircral’t Loads Division.
Both the stabilizer and the elevator fcm airplane A are
metal covered, whereas airplane B has s m.etal-ccvered
stabilizer and a fabric-covered elevator.
basis of estimates For hC~? 6R and ?!C@ c~R from
low-speed flight data. In the commutations, the aero-
dynamic centers of the tail sections were asaux:ed to be at
the quarter-chord ~oints of the sections.
The tall-stiffness data for the calculations were
obtained from flexibility tests made on the stabilizer
and elevator of the full-size airplanes. In order to
clarify the relationship of the flexibility-test results
to actual flight ccmditions, the procedure for the
deter?nination of the stiffness data is described herein
in some detail. The stabilizer tests were made by
appl@ng a concentrated torsional couple at a section
near one tip of the stabilizer and mcasurlng the
torsional deflections at several stations along the span
with reference to a station on the unloaded half of the
stabilizer. The 61evator-flexibility tests were made by
leading”bags containing l~ad shot or sand on one-half of
the ~levator along a line one-third of the chord behind
the hinge with the elevator locked in position. The
spanwise loading on the elevator surface corresponded
approxlmatoly to a unlf~rm distribution. The deflections
of the elevator on the loaded side were measured at
. —
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several stations with respect to a reference station
taken on the unloaded half of the elevator.
. . ... ..,
Test s“weF6”‘also performed-on one. rib of .-the-........
elevator of airplane B at a station about 4.5 feet frmn
the fuselage center line to obtain the effect on the
distortion along the chord of a chordwise loading that
simulated a triangular distribution more closely than
the one just described (load concentrated at one-third
of chord behind hinge). Tn these tests,measurements were
t&ken of’the deflections at very small intervals along
the chord (5 dial gages for an n-inch chord). The
results indicated that with both types of loading the
distortions along the chord were equal and that the
deflections along the chord.followed a straight line.
It was assumed, therefore, that the measured angular
deflection due to the elevator flexibility could be
considered as an equivalent change In elevator deflection
with no change in the camber of the elevator surface.
The tail-stiffness data for airplane A are shown in
figure 3. The results for the stabilizer given in this
figure are based on a concentrated torque of 833 foot-
pounds applied to the right half of the stabilizer at a
station 6.50 feet from the fuselage center line, and the
data for the elevator are based on a total hinge moment
of 83.3 foot-oounds distributed on the right half of the
elevator in the manner described previously.
The tail-stiffness data for airplane B are shown in
figure 4. The results f~r the stabilizer given in this
figure are based on a concentrated torque of 50U foot-
pounds applied to the left half of the stabilizer at a
station 5.92 feet from the fuselage center line, and the
elevator data in figure 4 are based on a total hinge
moment of 60 foot-pounds distributed on the right half
of the elevator in the manner described previously.
Procedure
With the aid of the
distributions for Clt)
several iterations. The
for Calculations
foregoing data, the .spanwise
e, and ~ were determined for
Czt distributions were obtained
by the usual methods based on lifting-line theory. In
the computations, the stabilizers for the two airplanes
were assumed to act in torsion similarly to tubes so that
. . .
.-
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the distributions of stabilizer twist resulting from the
aerodynamic forces were calculated by means of
equations (7) and (11) by use of the stabilizer torslonal-
rigidity coefficients shown In figures 3 and 4. Because
the results of the elevator-flexibility tests for both
airplanes indicated the probability that the static loads
on the elevator did not act in pure torsion (see figs. 3
and 4 for dJ%\dH near root and tip sections), it was
believed nractlcal In the present investigation to modify
the method described previcmsly for determining ~. The
twist distributions due to elevator flexibility were
obtained, therefore, by multiplying the total hinge
moment acting on each half of’the elevator by the rigidity
factors ~(y) slmwn in figures 3 and 4. This method
m
for determining the elevator twist is strictly correct
only If the loading on the elevator surface in the static
tests simulated the loading in flight. For the present
investigation, however, the error from this source is not
expected to be important. Some computations with
“ different assumed elevator flexibilities, which are
discussed in the section entitled ‘iResults and Discussion’!,
indicate that the calculated results are not sensitive
to reasonable variations in the elevator ~lexibillty.
The Increments for Czt> 9, and ~ that were
obtained in the various iterations were used to compute
the pitching moment about the airplane center of
gravity M by means of equations (13) and (14) and to
compute the elevator hinge moment H by means of the
corresponding equation (15). The results for M and H
were then converted into the nondimensional form as the
derivatives @@at R, ~~a6R j ?C@atR, and ~Ch/~aR.
The details of the computations for determining A~&6R
and dCh/a6R for airplane B for a Mach number
of 0.60 at sea level are shown in table III.
The change in control force per unit change in
normal acceleration in recovery from a dive was computed
.by means of the following formula:
(bch bChFn=_ 86R )— LatR Keq~e2be‘6R + ~atR (18)
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$ where AaR and AatR refer to the
;4 and atR pey””uriltchar@e--’tn”nonal
:.
changes h 15R
accelerat~on irr“terms
of g and where Ke is the.elevator gearing
equation (18)
and
()}db~+ 28.6$t~g ~atR cm
‘“R‘H -a’2806’’”1
ratio. In
bc~R
-X& )]
In equation (19) the two terms on the right-hand side
enclosed In the brackets represent the part of ~6R
req~lired to trim the airnlane, and the third term
represents the part of ~6R required to balance the
effects of r~tation of the tail during the steady ohase
of the pitching motion. In these equatio s, d@~R,
dCh/batR, bCm/d8R, dC~batR, and
()
X!& are the
~%~ ~
(19)
values for the flexible tail obtained by the iteration
pracedure. If values for these Par~eters for t%
assumed rigid tail are used in equations (18), (19),
and (20), the control-force gradient for the rigid
tail FnR Is obtained. The values for the deriva-
()
d6R
tive
~R
for airplanes A and B were based on
flight results at an indicated airspeed o approxl-
()
d6R
mately 200 miles per hour. A value of’
~R
equal
(20)
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. .
to -3.20 was obtained for alrpl~.e, A based on a center-
of-gravity location of 28 percent of “the.mean aerodynamic
chord; whereas a value of -3,26 was obtained for air-
plane B based on a c“enter-of-gravity location of
29.5 percent of’the mean aerodymmic chord. The effect
on Fn and FnR of movements of the airplane center of
gravity was investigated by assuming different values
()
d6R
for
~ R“
The variation of Clc— with speed as determined byd~V
means of the theoretical compressibility corrections
noted previously, in conjunction with the design charts
of reference 11, indicated a negligible change in this
parameter up to a Mach number of 0.60. It was therefore
considered sufficiently accurate in the present compu-
tations to assume constant values for
()
dc\d~. The
dbR)
values fgr
~ ~’
however, were corrected for ccmlpressl-
bi.llty effects by multiplying the low-speed value by the
factor l\B corresponding to an average between the wing
and tail.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results of the calculations are presented in
table III and in figures 5 to 9. Table III shows the
results obtained for the various iterations in
determining dCm/dSR and dCh/d~R for airplane B at a
Mach number of 0.60 at sea level. Figure 5 shows the
spanwise variation of tail tingleof attack ct a~d
elevator deflection 6 resulting from an a~~li.c&ti~n of
the elevator controi oquiv~lent to unit dcflecbian f’or
the assumed rigid tail, as cbtained from t~ble TII.
Figures 6 to 9 show the effects of horizontal-tail
flexibility on the longitudinal control characteristics
for airplanes A and B for a ran~e of’true airsneeds
from O to 550 miles ~er hour at sea level and from O
to 490 miles per hour at an altitude of 30,000 feet.
This range of true airsneed correspmds to a Mach number
range from O to 0.72. The speed for each altitude
corresponding to a Mach number of 0.60, which represents
NA@A ACR NO. L5B01 1~1
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\ the limit for which the theoretical compressibility
!
.
...correcti.~nsgm@qye~ in the present com.putati.onsare
believed to be reliable, -l-~Indicated on figures..6 .to...~.
The results for the Mach numbers higher than 0.60 are
included in the ffgures in order to give an indication
;.
of the trend of the flexibility effects. The results of
the computations for a Mach number of 0.60 at sea level
are summarized for both airplanes In table IV.
Table III indicates that the convergence of the
iteration prccedure is very rapid. This convergence, as
indicated for dC~b~R and dC~dbR for airpl~e B,
is typical for the other parameters in the flexible tail
for both airplanes. Thus , if the contribution obtained
for each successive iteration is expressed as.a ratio of
that obtained for,the zeroth-order twist iteration,
dc~/dbR
&R/b 6R = 1-0.301 +0.0727 -o.0167+o. oo3~ = 0.759 1
M~rM5a
~ c@/? 6j3 = 1-0.241+0.0557 -0.0131+0.00306 = 0.805 J
The subsequent comparison illustrates the mmber of
twist Iterations required by the regular procedure of
iterat?-on in order to determine the longitudinal control
characteristics for a flexible t.utl. The reoulbs obtained
from table ITI as given by equations (21), which utilized
three regular twist iterations, will be compared with
results obtained by the use of one and two regular twist
iterations, respectively, in conjunction with the
relationships given by equations (16) and (17) for
estimating Mn and Hn for the twist iterations of
higher order than one and two, respectively. Thus, by
use of one regular twist iteration,
dCm/~6R
= 1-0.301+0.0905 -0.0272= b~# bR
7
+0,00815 = 0.771
I
?
“(22)
dC#b 6R
- l-o.2@+ 0.0581 -o.040 +0.00338 = 0.806
~ChR\d6R - J
—.
. . . . .
. .
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By use of two regular twist Iterations,
@~ ~R
aCmR/b6R
=1 -0.301+0.0727-0.0176+0.00425
dcJa a~
=1-0.241+0.0557-0.0129 +0.00300
dC@6R
= 0“759
= 0.005I(23)
The comparison of the results shown in equations (22)
with those given by equations (21) indicates that the use
of one regular twist Iteration in conjunct~on with the
simple relationships given by equations (lb) and (17) is
sufficient to determine the effect of’tail flexibility
to an accuracy of the order of 1 percent.
Figures 6 and 7 show for airplanes A and B,
respectively, the ratio of the tail effectiveness and
hinge-moment parameters as obtained In ths .sctualflexible
tail to those obtained for the asswmed rigid tail. These
figures indicate, for the complete rar~e of airspeeds for
both airplanes, that the parameters 2h,~ ~R, b%jb atR#
dch/&6R, ad ?)c~batR are reduced numerically because()bb~ \of the tail flexibility and that the parameters ~%
and ~Ch/dfiR
-
are increased n~erica~Lly bec~use of this
factor. ‘The numerical reduction In d~/h~R caused by
tail flexibility is due to the fact that the center of
pressure of the lift resalti~ from the elevator
deflection is behind the flexural axis (see figs. 1 and 2
for flexural-axis locations) and the resulting torsional
moment twists the stabilizer in a manner that reduces
the tail lift. The numerical retiuctlon in d&i&6R IS
also due to the negative value of dCh/d~R, which causes
the elevator to twist and thus to reduce the elevator
deflection.
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The n~erical reduction In ,~~batR due to tail
. .
m. flexibility resul$e,d..be~uae the location of the f’lexurali.b; axis of the stabilizer 18 &e&d” of-”thii”””lierodynamie”~c nter ~~
;“ and because the value of ~C~batR ““!: Is negative. The
,. respective numerical” reduction in--the values for ilCh/a6R
and ~C@atR. due to the ta$l flexibility resulted
principally from the fact that each of these parameters
~ for the rigid tail is negative and”the elevator twist
therefore nunierically reduces the “hinge moment In each
case. The forward nositlon of”the stabilizer flexural
axis relative to the center Of pressure of the lift
contributed by the elevator tended, however, to increase
numerically the value of ~C@5R due to the stabilizer
twist (6 is Increased by
-(3);similarly, the location
of the flexural axis of the stabilizer ahead of its
aerodynamic center tended to increase numerically the
value for bCh/batR.
Figures 6 and 7 indicate that, in ~eneral, the
effects of tail flexibility vary wlthmspeed and altitude
approximately as the dynamic pressure - modified, of
course, by the relative compressibility effects. ThiS
variation with speed and altitude results from the ranid
convergence of the power series in q, which causes the
terms in q of higher order than unity to be compara-
tively small. In some cases, however, a very high
(
bc~~ atR
speeds see figs. 7(b) “and 8, for
bChR\b atR
and F~FnR,
.
respectively), the effects of the terms in q of higher
power than unity become comparatively significant.
Computations were made to estimate the effect on the
parameters shown in figures 6 and 7 of increasing the
elevator stiffness at each section by 12.5 percent of the .
average elevator stiffness. The results of these
computations indicated that, for a Mach number of 0.60 “
at sea level, the ratios of the parameters &/b8R,
bC~d6R , and bCh/~atR to the corresponding ratios for
the assumed rigid tail would be increased in the order
,
of 2.5 percent as compared with those show in fimes g
and 7, and the corresponding ratio for
~%@ atR would
be increased by less than 1 percent; whereas, at
~0,000 feet for the same Mach number, the effect of the
n
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‘increased elevator stiffness would be about 0.40 of the
corresponding foregoing effects indicated at sea level.
It can be noted fran figures 6 and 7 that, provided
critical compressibility effects do not appear, elevator
reversal for both airplanes A and B does net occur up to
a speed corresponding to a Mach number of 0.72.
Figures 8 and 9 ~resent a comparison of the control-
force gradients in recovery from dives as obtained for
the ac~ual flex?.ble tall &d assumed rigid tail. It
should be noted in these figuzwo that the required motions
of the elevator control stick per unit g are not
necessarily equal for the flex:ble and assumed rigid
tails. Figure 8 gives the results far alrpl~e A at sea
level and at an altitude of 30,000 feet. Tnis figure
shows the variation with airspe~d of’ Fn
($
and the
d6R
ratio F~FnR for values of in incompressible
rR
flOw of -3.2 and -1.60. Th0s3 v~.lu~sof -3.2 ~d -1.60
correspond, raspectlvely, to sc~nter-of-gravity locatlons
at 28 psrccnt and approxlmatmly 31 percent Gf the mean
aerodynaml.c chord. Figure 8 shm:s that tloxlblllty &
ths tail lncraases the control-force qradtent and that
this Incraase for a Maoh numbar of 0.60 amounts to
12 percent at saa lovol and 3.5 percent at ~0,000 feet
altltudo. This figure also shows thut a rearward movement
of the c.;nterof gravity of apprnxirn~tol~ 5 percent of
the mean aerodynamic ck.ordcauses a small reduction in
the ratio Fn/FnR. The results for the airplane B at
6
sea level and at altitude for valuas of
- r?
-R
in
incompressible flow of -3.26 and -6.00 are pr8sunted in
figure 9. These values of -5.26 and -6.oo correspond,
respectively, to c~nter-of-gr.2vitY locc.tions at 29.5 p(lrcen-t
and a~~JrO~h:lat~~y 25 percant of the mem aerodynamic
chord. Tlnc3figure shows , :’orair@ana B for a range of
airspeeds at the altitudes cons!.dered, a small Incraase
in the control-force gradient due to tail flexibility, or
approximately ono-half of that indicated in flguzze8 for
airplane A. Figure 9 also shows that a forward movement
of the center of gravity of appi’ox~nately4.5 percent of
the mean aerodynamic chord causes a small Increase in the
ratio F@’nR.
F
.
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k.. h examination of equations (18), (19), and (2o)
Indicti$ea””thdt”-th’e’”control-force gradient...,la,adiveve
recovery may be influenced t an important extent by.’tkie”””
bc~5R ~C@atR#
aerodynamic parameters
-’
and ~@atR.
The results of the present analysis show for both air-
planes A and B that the first two of these parameters are
affected by tail flexibility in a manner to Increase Fn;
whereas bCm/batR is affected by this factor in a manner
to reduce Fn. As noted previously, the numerical reduction
in bC~atR obtained in the present computations for
airplanes A and B Is caused principally by the location
of the flexural axis of the stabilizer ahead of Its
aerodynamic center and by the negative value “
Of ~Ch,/datR. In order to obtain an indication of the
Importance of the change in b~d atR due to tail
flexibility for the control-force gradient in a dive
recovery, commutations were made for the two airplanes in
de-m dcmR
which it was assumed that
$ = ~s
which is roughly
“equlv&lent in the present case to a rearward movement of “
the flexural axis back to the aerodynamic center. These
computations indicated, for a Mach number of 0.60 at sea
level, that in the case of airplane A the ratio
‘n/FnR
would be increased from 1.12 to 1.26, and in the case of
airplane B this ratio would be increased from 1.03
to 1.075. On the basis of the present analysis it appears,
therefore, that the location of the flexural axis of the
stabilizer too far behind the aerodynamic center of the
tail, could cause excessive control forces in a dive
recovery at high speeds.
CONCLUSIONS
i An iteration method for determining the effect of
tail flexibility on the longitudinal control charac-
teristics of airplanes was applied to two modern fighter
airplanes and was found to provide a practical procedure
for the determination of these effects.
..
mm , ,,,.. ,
-- .-
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The resultsof calculations to determine the effect “
of Sail.flexibility on the lo~itudinal control charac-
teristics for two fighter nirpl,anes Iudicate that the
longttudimal control characteristics are affected to a
significant extent at high speeds by this factor. The
f’ollovir~ conclusions apply to results for thesa airplanes
at snoeds below that at which critical ao,upressibllity ‘
effects occur:
1. ‘lhomagnitudo of t% tall-flexibility effechs,
in general, varied a~proximately as the dynamic pressure -
modif’led.,of course, b;r the relative compressibility
~ffactsa In soLaecases at very high speeds, however,
the etfects of.the terms ccmtainin~ the dynamic pressure
of pxmrs gneatar than unity becme comyarativel~
Significa.lt.
9 Tail f’lexlbtl~.tywas ~ound.to reduce slgr.iflcantly
the r~;eS of ChX&! af’ pf.tChir< JfiOfi13i2t and hinge moment
“filthelevator deflectim and tail anqle of attaok.
I
3. The control-force gradients in a dive recovery
wel”eincreasea because of tail flexi-aility. I
~. Rearward moveuents of the airplane center of
gravity tended to decresse the e:i%cts of the tatl
flexibility cn tli~ coatrol-f.crcs gradient; whereas
for~;ardmove.vmnts of the airplanecmtor of grav.!.ty
tendad to increase the magnitudd of these effects.
5. Tm Iocaticm of the flmnm’al axis of the
stabilizer relative to the aerodynamic center of the
tatl iS ~ Importunt dmsign conaiter~t~on with mgmd
to the magnitude of tine,Ixll-flc.xibili.ty~i’f~cts. The
location of the flexur~l ax!.sof tha stabilizer too far
behind the aerodynamic canter aould causa excessive
control forces in a dive r~covary at hi~h spseds.
—. .----
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TML2 I
MTA FOR CALCOLATIOMS - FTAYSICAL AND 05XSTRIC CSARAC?~ISTICS
[Mm furnlshd b, mantiaetwj
Hmm.
maw Root m9mll*lgYlt, Wl!lw .g~i ~ Tal1 Zlevator chord or Tml1
Alrplan@
arma ,
ya::: c
lrem, lx ) lmgth, L
(!b) ehrd of(s: rt)
llo~mtor,
b. % (radim~rt]
wing, + (a:rt)(rt) (#qft) (2) (rt)
A 12,000 300 5.55 7.28 55 ~6 1.19 21.4 0.66
B 7,660 236 5.815 6.64 kl.1 15.2 1.01 15.5
.57
TABLN II
DATA F~ CALCULATIONS - AIE+O~~IC PAS4M2T~S
Value in
Parmmeter incompresc.ibla source or dsta Corr*ctlOn for
r low ~o~pro..ibll~ty
AltPlan9 A
(d+’d=,t a-o.oo86 R*r*rmC.12 Multlplr b,
h
I Ino 0.095 AammwJ I m. I
(dch/6aR)c1t I -0.00686 UnP blishod data baaed On
Y
m.
bCh Lkltv = -0.00218 snd
@ch/bcit) -0.0352
%
bCh/&8R = -0.00804 Non*
(wR/%) a-o.bh Rofsrmvx 12 Hone
d(jd~ I 0.50 I Reference 11 I Assumed constant I
0.077 Be far*ncm 7 MUltipl, b> B
(dbR/dc.)R -3.2
Baaed on unpubllalmd data Multiply by l/B;
rOr e.g. at 28 peromt x. A.c. averaam for WIW and all
Airplane B I
(%+=R) b-o.oogl
Clt
Referem.a 12 MultlplJ b~
* I
0.095 Amaumed m.
(b’Sh/’b:>
. .
cLt
-0.00605 E8tlmated rrom unpubllahd ‘ m.
flight data bnaod on
..- dch/&atR = -0. Dw0511 lnd
(dch/bctt)5R -0.00825 .3Ch/d8R = -0.00635
I
NOn*
(chtR/&3R)
I b-o.59CL* Reference 12
d c/d% I 0.50 I Rererbnce 11 I Awmed conatmt I
a 0.077 Rerarence 7 Multiply by B
(d5R~dcL)R
E. tlmated f Mm unpubll shed
-3.<6 fllght data ror e.g. at Multiply by I/B;
.29.5parcmnt X. A.C. averagm ror wln.g and tall
avalue given 1s for B ae=tlon at 4.5 ft. fI.om fiseIage canter 11=.; appropriate values were us. d for other
sectlona.
bAverage constant values were used.
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TABU III. -
r
CWJUTATI !)NS FOR ~ AND ‘+ OF AI RPLA~ B AT A EACH :! UNB2R OF 0.60 AT SEA ZW2L
R Ii
1Compresalbility effects have been azccmnted for In all aerodjnemlc p,rarreters:
()
q = 531+.6; $
()
= -o. oll~; ~
()
ach
= -0.00756; ~
1
= -0.00a25 ~
R CL+
Cit ‘R
c1 ~b 2
(%) ksse~ Ct Ct
g
From table 1,
e,?’(z)) ‘%” ‘f:f” ($(3)) ‘q;”. (eq?5)) (eqj;+)) :?!” (eq.:ll)l (e::%) ,,l;L)
0= Ct It = 15.5ft,S = 236~q ft,Cw = 6.6hft
:13tacce h(0)~ ( I-1
from 27’ ‘“
= 1.01 ft, be = 13.2 Ct
;.ynter
It.. zeroth order of twl~t iteration
1-
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TABLB III. - COMPUTATIONS FOR — AND
h~ — OF AIRPLAEE B AT AUACH NOMBER OF 0.60 AT SEA LEVEL - Concludedd8R
Thirdorder oftmst iteration
[
~ = 261.6 ft-lb
Sy procedures slmllar to those given previously
~ = 0.771“it-lb
Fourth order of twist iteration
.—
By means of equation (16)
~ = -60.08ft.-lb
By means of equation (17)
# = -0.1807ft-lbR
lrequetlo~a14and 15areemployedandthereeult~expre~~ednondlmenglonslly
$=[%+.l+ .2+ M,+%)/6R=.oo&; *= ’c@’R=o.759
.
R qscw ‘o be@ 8R -
dCh
aCh Ho+Hl+Hz+H~+H46R ..000LLo 4~q~02be ~C ~8R
6X ‘ . :q~ezbe
~ “-’0”80’
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z
o
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TABLE IV.- COMPARISQN OF EFFECT OF HORIZONTAL-TAIL
FTLEXIBIZITY OH LONGITUDINAL CONTROL CHARACTERISTICS
FOR AIRPLANES A AND B AT A MACH NtJM9ERb ...- .,,.< .,.. ..--,,-,
..!-..... .... OF -0.60 AT SEA- ‘GEVEL .... .,.
.
l 91
.98
l !30
l 94 .96*i
/
bchR bCttR
S%&_.
hC~I?6R
1.06
~ch#6~ I
d
r?!Cm b6R
Fn
1.06
FnR
I
1.15
1.12
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